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1. Introduction
In a rapidly evolving global trade landscape, Meta Shipping emerges as a beacon of 

innovation, bridging the gap between traditional foreign trade practices and

cutting-edge technology. This whitepaper serves as a comprehensive guide to

understanding Meta Shipping's vision, projects, and contributions to the future of

international commerce.

2. Meta Shipping Overview2. Meta Shipping Overview
Meta Shipping is a technology-driven company committed to revolutionizing global

trade by seamlessly integrating technology with the foreign trade sector.

By prioritizing innovation and futurism, Meta Shipping aims to understand the

operational needs of businesses engaged in import and export operations and

develop lasting solutions that drive value and eiciency.

3. Mission and Goals
Our mission at Meta Shipping is to propel foreign trade into the future by leadingOur mission at Meta Shipping is to propel foreign trade into the future by leading

in the crypto world and the metaverse. Through educational and developer projects,

we streamline trade processes and serve every stage of global commerce.

Our goal is to be the owner of leading projects in the crypto world and the metaverse,

ensuring fast and accurate foreign trade operations.
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4. Meta Shipping Projects
Meta Shipping is committed to delivering a range of projects aimed at enhancing

various aspects of global trade. 

These projects include:

Meta Shipping Tracking:

Providing real-time vessel tracking and port statusinformation.

Meta Shipping Learning:Meta Shipping Learning:

O ering comprehensive educational resources on foreign trade practices.

MShip Model Marketplace:

Facilitating the sale of customizable model products for businesses.

MSHIP Token:

Introducing a crypto token to revolutionize financial transactions in international trade.

NFT Marketplace:

Establishing a marketplace for Non-Fungible Tokens related to trade and commerce.Establishing a marketplace for Non-Fungible Tokens related to trade and commerce.

MSHIP Card & MSHIP Wallet:

Introducing digital payment solutions tailored for foreign trade transactions.

5. Our Goal
Meta Shipping's overarching goal is to merge the foreign trade sector with

technology to develop innovative solutions that translate into permanent values.

We aim to project these experiences onto the metaverse, shaping the future of

global commerce.global commerce.
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6. Project Details
Meta Shipping oers a range of projects, including Meta Shipping Tracking,

Meta Shipping Learning, and the MShip Model Marketplace. Additionally,

we aim to own leading projects in the crypto world, such as the MSHIP Token and

NFT Marketplace.

7. Services and Products
Our services include the Meta Shipping Tracking service, providing access to shipOur services include the Meta Shipping Tracking service, providing access to ship

information, live location tracking, and port status information.

Meta Shipping Learning aims to provide comprehensive information about foreign

trade practices, while the MShip Model Marketplace oers customizable model

products for businesses.

8. Trends and Future
Meta Shipping reflects the ongoing battle between traditional and new-generation

ways of doing business. We strive to keep up with the rapidly changing businessways of doing business. We strive to keep up with the rapidly changing business

world by providing fast and accurate foreign trade services to gain a competitive

advantage.
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9. Meta Shipping Tracking Services

Meta Shipping: Revolutionizing Global Trade with Cutting-Edge Technology

At Meta Shipping, we're not just another tech company. We're on a mission to reshape

the landscape of global trade by seamlessly integrating technology with the foreign

trade sector. Our commitment lies in understanding operational needs, developing

innovative solutions, and delivering lasting value to our partners and clients.

In a world where technology evolves rapidly, we prioritize futurism in every aspect ofIn a world where technology evolves rapidly, we prioritize futurism in every aspect of

our project development. We're not just adapting to the future; we're actively shapingit.

By projecting experiences onto the metaverse, we're creating immersive and

interactive solutions that transcend traditional boundaries.

Introducing Meta Shipping Tracking System: Your Ultimate Solution for Maritime

Tracking

Are you immersed in the world of maritime logistics, where the precise tracking of

ships, monitoring their routes, and staying updated on their live locations are vital?ships, monitoring their routes, and staying updated on their live locations are vital?

Look no further! Meta Shipping Tracking System is here to revolutionize how you

manage your shipping operations.

Our platform is meticulously crafted with one goal in mind: to simplify and enhance

the tracking of maritime transportation. Whether you're an exporter, a seasoned

shipping agent, or even a banking professional handling international transactions,

Meta Shipping Tracking System is tailor-made to meet your needs eectively.
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Key Features:

Seamless Integration: Our platform seamlessly integrates with your existing

workflows, ensuring a smooth transition and minimal disruption.

Real-Time Tracking: Stay informed with up-to-the-minute updates on ship locations,

routes, and status, all accessible at your fingertips.

Customized Solutions: We understand that every business is unique. That's why we

oer customizable solutions tailored to your specific requirements.oer customizable solutions tailored to your specific requirements.

Expert Support: Our dedicated team of experts is here to assist you every step of the

way, providing unparalleled support and guidance.

Join the countless businesses already benefiting from Meta Shipping Tracking System

and experience the future of maritime logistics today. Sign up now and embark on a

journey towards greater eiciency, transparency, and success in global trade.
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System Features

 Live Map Tracking and Sharing: Easily locate and track vessels on the live map

interface and share their positions eortlessly.

Historical Movement Replay: Replay and animate historical vessel movements for

in-depth analysis and understanding.

Fleet Management and Event Tracking: Set up fleets, monitor all vessel activities

as events, and receive real-time notifications for important events.as events, and receive real-time notifications for important events.

Customized Monitoring Areas: Create custom areas on the map for tailored

monitoring and receive precise alerts for specific regions.

Comprehensive Ship Details: Access detailed vessel technical specifications,

dimensions, capacity details, ownership records, and more at a glance.

Similar Vessel Discovery: Discover similar vessels based on type, capacity,

operational regions, and other criteria for comparative analysis.

Weather Insights for Safety: Weather Insights for Safety: Stay updated on weather conditions aecting vessel

and crew safety with current and forecasted wind, wave, and storm views.
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Weather Insights for Safety: Stay updated on weather conditions aecting vessel

and crew safety with current and forecasted wind, wave, and storm views.

Global Ship Traic View: Customize your view of global ship traic based on

movements along port-to-port routes, utilizing density maps for easy analysis.

Port and Aton Insights: Access crucial port data, including vessel dockings,

upcoming arrivals, terminal information, and nearby service providers.

Analyze port congestion, waiting times, and evaluate port eectiveness.Analyze port congestion, waiting times, and evaluate port eectiveness.

Contribution to AIS Network: Become a volunteer AIS station operator to enjoy

premium maritime data access and contribute to global sea safety by sharing AIS

data. Experiment with advanced radio equipment and be part of the world's

fastest-growing AIS network.

Logistics Simulations and Planning: Utilize the Metaverse to simulate and optimize

logistics operations. By creating virtual logistics networks, businesses can test,

improve, and plan their logistics processes in a simulated environment, enablingimprove, and plan their logistics processes in a simulated environment, enabling

better decision-making and future planning.

Any combination of these methods can strengthen the connection between the 

Metaverse and the logistics industry, accelerating digital transformation within

the sector.
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10. Meta Ship Learning Platform / Foreign Trade Education System

The Meta Shipping Learning platform oers a comprehensive understanding of foreign

trade practices and fosters operational skills for company managers, employees, and

individuals interested in future ventures in foreign trade.

Foreign trade stands as a pivotal issue for the growth and advancement of companies

and nations alike. The Foreign Trade Expertise Training presents a contemporary

curriculum tailored for professionals aiming to navigate the import-exportcurriculum tailored for professionals aiming to navigate the import-export

departments of businesses, individuals aspiring for roles in foreign trade and

customs consultancy firms, and entrepreneurs looking to expand their business

onto the global stage.

Observing the latest global trends, the business landscape finds itself amidst a

battle between traditional methodologies and the emerging practices of the new

generation, endeavoring to keep pace with the swiftly evolving ways of conducting

business to remain competitive.business to remain competitive.

Through the Meta Shipping Learning training platform, the objective is to furnish

comprehensive insights into foreign trade practices, equip individuals with the

knowledge to identify and manage associated risks, and impart operational aptitude

to company executives, employees, and aspiring international traders.
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11. Meta Ship Model Marketplace

The MShip Model Marketplace is your destination for customizable model products

tailored for businesses, oering a diverse range including container, truck, airplane,

ship, and construction machinery models. Elevate your brand representation with our

customizable products designed to your specifications.

We specialize in producing model products featuring your company's logo and color

options, meticulously crafted on a scale of 1/50. Through our e-commerce platform,options, meticulously crafted on a scale of 1/50. Through our e-commerce platform,

transactions will be facilitated using MShip Tokens, providing a seamless purchasing

experience accessible to customers worldwide.

Container & Truck Models:

    20'DC & 20'Open Top, 40'HC & 40'REEFER Container Models

    Truck & Standard Container, Truck & Reefer Container

    Frigo Truck, Awning Truck, Isotank Truck Models

Airplane Models:Airplane Models:

    Small & Large Airplane Models with Various Color Options

Ship Models:

    Small & Large Ship Models

Construction Machinery Models:

    Container Carrier, Excavator, Dozer Models

Our integrated e-commerce platform will oer the

convenience of purchasing with MShip Tokens, addingconvenience of purchasing with MShip Tokens, adding

value to the token while providing a seamless

shopping experience for our customers.
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12. MSHIP POS SYSTEM (Payment Terminal / POS Terminal)

MSHIPPAY System Architecture The core of MSHIPPay heavily relies on platform

development. Four primary considerations in choosing our tools and platforms have

been identified. They are Security, Scalability, Ease and Extensibility; these have been

amalgamated into our core values: Security – Protect against cyber-attacks.

Scalability – Accommodate high user traic. Extensibility – Allow the addition of

modules in the future Ease – Ensure least development eort.modules in the future Ease – Ensure least development eort.

MSHIPPay POS Terminal is a standalone payment terminal for cafes, restaurants,

retailers and businesses on the go.

MSHIPPay POS Terminal will be a plug-and-play device that supports any modern

POS system.

Merchants can start accepting crypto payment by purchasing the MSHIPPay

standalone POS terminal. 

MSHIPPAY System Architecture is meticulously designedMSHIPPAY System Architecture is meticulously designed

with a core focus on platform development, prioritizing

Security, Scalability, Ease, and Extensibility to

uphold our core values and ensure robust

protection against cyber-attacks, seamless

scalability to accommodate high user traic, easy

integration of future modules, and minimal

development eort.development eort.
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13. Explore MetaShipping's Crypto Technology:

MSHIP Token and NFT Marketplace

MetaShipping is proud to introduce groundbreaking crypto technology through the

MSHIP Token and NFT Marketplace, heralding a new era in international trade

and unlocking unparalleled opportunities for traders worldwide. Join us as we

embark on an exciting journey into the realm of the Metaverse!

MSHIP Token:MSHIP Token:

The MSHIP Token serves as the backbone of our crypto ecosystem, empowering

seamless transactions and unlocking a myriad of benefits for our users.

Here's what you need to know:

    Utility and Functionality: The MSHIP Token serves a variety of utility functions

within our ecosystem, including facilitating transactions within the NFT Marketplace,

accessing premium features on our platforms, and participating in exclusive events

and promotions.and promotions.

    Value Proposition: As a holder of MSHIP Tokens, you gain access to exclusive

perks and incentives, including discounts, rewards, and priority access to new

features and oerings.

    Tokenomics: Our tokenomics model is designed to ensure sustainability and

growth, with mechanisms in place to incentivize token holders, maintain liquidity,

and foster community engagement.
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Tokenomics

TOTAL SUPPLY 
 750,000,000

%5

DEV TEAM MARKETNG METAVERSE

%5 %5 %5

0XD8F7B1B9DC86C06F5225E21B33E87DC705C70A07SMART CONTRACT

NAME METASHPPNG SYMBOL MSHP DECMAL 18
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NFT Marketplace:

Our NFT Marketplace represents a revolutionary platform for digital asset exchange

and ownership. Here's what sets it apart:

    Unique Digital Assets: Discover a diverse range of NFTs, including digital artworks,

collectibles, virtual real estate, and more, all backed by blockchain technology to

ensure authenticity and scarcity.

    Seamless Trading Experience:     Seamless Trading Experience: Our intuitive marketplace provides a user-friendly

interface for buying, selling, and trading NFTs, with robust security measures in place

to safeguard your assets.

    Creator Empowerment: Empowering creators to monetize their digital creations,

our NFT Marketplace oers a platform for artists, designers, and content creators to

showcase and sell their work to a global audience.

    Metaverse Integration: As we embrace the future of the Metaverse, our

NFT Marketplace serves as a gateway to immersive digital experiences, whereNFT Marketplace serves as a gateway to immersive digital experiences, where

virtual assets hold real-world value and significance.

Join us in embracing the transformative potential of crypto technology with

MetaShipping's MSHIP Token and NFT Marketplace. Experience a new dimension

of international trade and digital ownership unlike anything before!
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Roadmap

14. Conclusion

In conclusion, Meta Shipping stands at the forefront of transforming global trade

through technology and innovation. With a diverse range of projects and a

commitment to driving lasting value, Meta Shipping is poised to shape the future

of international commerce. Join us as we carry foreign trade into the future.
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metashipping

META SHIPPING $MSHIP TOKEN

WE CARRY FOREIGN TRADE 
TO THE FUTURE

THANK YOU!

metashipping metashipping

metashippingg metashippingg metashipping
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